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Introd uc tion

The National Library Board (NLB) launched the S.U.R.E. campaign to highlight
the importance of information literacy and information discernment skills. S.U.R.E.
stands for: Source – ensuring the source of information is credible and trustworthy;
Understand – searching for facts rather than opinion; Research – investigating and
comparing the information with different sources; and Evaluate – looking at issues
from different angles and exercising fair judgement.
The S.U.R.E. Research Guide has been developed based on the four steps of S.U.R.E.
and will teach students and adult learners about the principles of effective research,
how to use NLB’s eResources (readily available online) and guidelines on combating
online falsehoods.
The content is suitable for secondary and post-secondary students conducting
research for their projects and school assignments. Working professionals can also
use this guide for their academic and general research needs.
A section on combating fake news and online falsehoods has also been included
due to their increasing prevalence and proliferation on social media and online
messaging platforms.
Through this guide, we hope to nurture and empower individuals to become
effective 21st century learners, armed with the necessary research and information
discernment skills to find credible sources and fact-check questionable information.

The S.U.R.E. Team
National Library Board

Tell us how our research guide has benefited you!
Email us at sure@nlb.gov.sg
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4 Steps of S .U. R . E .
When conducting research, it is important to ensure that the information obtained is both
accurate and relevant. The S.U.R.E. steps can be applied at various phases of your research.

SOURCE

Look at its origins. Is it trustworthy?
Make sure that the source of information is credible and reliable.

UNDERSTAND

Know what you’re reading. Search for clarity.
Look for facts rather than opinions.

RESEARCH

Dig deeper. Go beyond the initial source.
Investigate thoroughly before making a conclusion,
check and compare with multiple sources.

EVALUATE

Find the balance. Exercise fair judgement.
Look from different angles _ there are at least two sides to a story.

Research Preparation
With proper preparation and the right mindset, research can be more efficient and fruitful
with the following tips. With practice, you will develop and become more comfortable with
your own research workflow and eventually be able to find more quality information in a
shorter amount of time.
Things to have

Laptop/Desktop

Assignment or project
documents
Notebook and pen
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TOPIC

Topic/problem statement
Ensure that you:
• Fully understand the scope of your research topic or problem statement
• Conduct thorough background reading to understand the definitions and relevant 		
case studies on the topic
• Find out if other studies or research have been conducted on your topic before
• Refer to them and consult your lecturer if you intend to link them to your topic

Keywords and related articles
Successful research often hinges on your ability to understand the keywords and
articles related to your topic.
• Write down all the keywords before starting your search online
• Make a good habit of bookmarking sites of interest. You never know when they
will come in handy

Start early and build up your sources
Research is an iterative process that may require some time and clarification with
your teachers or supervisors
• Do not wait until the deadline is near. Ten minutes of research each day will go a
long way in making your project easier
• Always review if you have found enough information. It is always safer to have
multiple sources confirming a factual statement
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Ef fec tive O nline
Search Strategies
Online research may result in millions of hits being generated, leading to an information
overload. Another problem is the inclusion of unofficial or unreliable sites in the search
results that may not contain the credible information you need. Being aware of web domains
and using specific search engine commands can help to narrow your search results to ones
that are credible, relevant and trustworthy.

Web domains
One way to gauge the credibility of a website is by identifying its web domain type.
When doing research, it is advisable to gather information from official domains such
as government (.gov), education (.edu), or organisation (.org).

.edu

Educational

.gov

Government

.org

Organisation

.net

Network

.com

Commericial

Important tip
Cross-reference your information with multiple sources to legitimise your research.
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Search engine commands
To narrow your search to more credible sites, try keying in your search terms with the
following commands:

Search Term (example)

Command

Unfiltered

Tertiary Education

“Tertiary Education”

“Tertiary Education” site:gov.sg
“Tertiary Education” site:edu.sg

Logic

Add quotation marks
“ “

Add site:gov.sg
Add site:edu.sg

Limits to the exact phrase

Limits to the specific
domain type
.gov(government) or
.edu(education) website

Limits to specific website

“Tertiary Education” site:bbc.com

Add site:bbc.com

International news:
bbc.com
cnn.com
Local news:
straitstime.com
channelnewsasia.com

TIP: Don’t limit your searches to Singapore (.sg) websites. You can search for country-specific
information by adding in the country’s web suffix (e.g. .au for Australia, .my for Malaysia)
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W
5H

Questioning
Technique
This technique allows you to better understand
the information you come across during your
research, hence fulfilling the “U”portion of the
S.U.R.E.steps.

Who

Identify the people or
characters involved.

What

This refers to the issue at hand.
Some aspects include official
definitions, activities, actions
or problem to be solved.

Why
Uncover the cause and
motivation behind the issue.

Did you

know?
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Where

FInd out about the place,
location, or exact spot. You
can consider different scales global, regional or local.

When

This refers to the timeframe.
Is the issue taking place in the
past, at present or in future?
Consider the specific year,
date and time.

How
How did the event take place?
How will you solve
the situation?

You can consider using this
framework to expand a discussion,
scope your research, organise your
findings, or create articles and reports.

Research At Your
Finger tips
The Internet has made it possible for anyone to publish web pages. You can use these
five criteria to evaluate different websites to ensure they are balanced and provide factual
information: Authority, Accuracy, Currency, Coverage and Objectivity.

Authority

Accuracy

Currency

Coverage

Objectivity

The source of
information

The reliability of
the information

The timeliness
of the information

The relevancy
of the information

The reason the
information exists

•Are information
sources cited and
listed in a clear manner
so that they can
be verified?

•When was it written?

•Is there an author?
•Is the institution,
organisation or author,
recognised in the field
of your research topic?
•Is there an address
to contact for
more information?

•Is the information
presented in correct
grammar and spelling?

•When was the
webpage updated?
•Are the links still
working or have
they expired?

•Is there information
on the website that
you suspect is wrong?

•Is the information
related to your
research topic?

•Is the information one
person’s opinion, and if
so, is it biased?

•Does it help to answer
your question?

•Is it the information
provided as a public
service or is it affiliated
to an organisation with
a private agenda?

•How broad and how
in-depth was the
topic coverage?
•Does it lead to
locating other
related information?

•Does the information
appear impartial, and
does it acknowledge
other perspectives?

These five factors can also be used to evaluate the purpose of an article or site.
To persuade

To explain

To inform

To entertain

To sell
something
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Start early and build up your sources

NLB’s eResources
eresources.nlb.gov.sg

This section features different electronic resources (eResources) available from the National
Library Board (go to eresources.nlb.gov.sg). An NLB myLibrary ID is required for eResources
that state “Login required”; to learn how to set up your myLibrary ID, please refer to the
annex on page 20.

PressReader
PressReader features a collection of over 7,000 newspaper and magazine titles in 60
languages from 100 countries. It is an excellent source for current affairs and global news,
and is useful for case studies.
• To access PressReader, go to eresources.nlb.gov.sg

Click the “By A-Z” browsing option on the left, select “P”, followed by “PressReader.”

1 Select PressReader with the caption: Available at all libraries and from home.”

2 Click the “menu” bar and select “Publications”
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3 Next, select the preferred country. For example, you can choose “UK” and all

available newspapers and magazines from UK will appear. Select the publication
you like and start reading! E.g. Click on The Guardian newspaper and read.

You can also search PressReader by topic and keywords:

Click on the search box at the top right corner, then click on “Advanced Search”.

In the “Advanced Search” menu, you can
key in your research topic and also limit your
search by country (using the “Publications”
option), by language and by date.
PressReader will then search its newspaper
database based on your parameters.
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ProQ uest Central
A database comprising academic journals, trade publications, theses and dissertations, as
well as full-text newspaper articles, ProQuest Central (eresources.nlb.gov.sg) covers over 160
subject areas. It also features a user-friendly interface, with an automatic citation function.
• To access ProQuest Central, go to: eresources.nlb.gov.sg

1

Click the “By-A-Z” browsing option on the left,
select “P”, followed by “ProQuest Central”

Connecting search terms
Type “and” between your
search terms for results containing the words or phrases
you entered.
For instances, using the
terms “racial harmony”
and “Singapore”, makes
the results generated
more specific and accurate.

TIP:
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Use the “Narrow results” tab on the left to further filter and streamline your searches.
1) Select ‘Source type’.
2) Narrow down the date range under “Publication date” to the last few years for more
recent results.

Using the citation tool in ProQuest Central

Tip: Proquest Central has an automatic citation function. Click the “Cite” button and it will
auto-cite the article for you. You can select different citation styles to suit your needs eg.
APA, MLA, Havard, etc.

How to change citation styles
1) Click the dropdown arrow
2) Select desired citation style
3) Click ‘Change’
4) Extract the new citation
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EB SCOHost Databases
An online bibliographic and database service, offering more than 80 multi-disciplinary
databases targeted at academic users.
• Includes full-text articles from well-known publications such as Harvard Business 		
Review, Scientific American, etc*.

1

Enter your search terms into the search bars

•

2

By default, each search bar is separated by the “AND” operator,
thus allowing search variables to be combined to produce in-depth results

Use the “Refine Results” on the left column to further filter your search results
(Similar to ProQuest’s feature)

Like most databases,
EBSCOHost also features a
filtering column on the left.
Additional features like citation
can be found on the right after
you select an article for reading.
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N ewspaperSG
e r e s o u r c e s . n l b . g o v. s g / n e w s p a p e r s

1) Search Newspaper

• Type your keywords into the search bar, for instance, “Bukit Ho Swee Fire”.
(Tip: Place your search phrases within quotation marks “ ” to generate exact matches
in the results. This is useful when searching for specific names.)
• Besides all the search results, the screen will also show a list of filters (on the left).
Use the filters to further refine your results based on parameters such as newspaper
titles, year, etc.
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2) Browse Newspapers
• Select your desired newspaper title (e.g. The Straits Times)

3) Browse the desired month, and select the date of your choice

TIP:
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For permission and copyright-related questions, please refer to
http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/newspapers/FAQ

Singapore Infopedia
e r e s o u r c e s . n l b . g o v. s g / i n f o p e d i a
Singapore Infopedia is an electronic encyclopaedia on Singapore’s history, culture,
people and events. The articles are curated and written by librarians, and include
footnotes and citations.
Enter your keyword into the search box at the top-right corner.

Click on the blue hyperlinks to access other related articles

Scroll down for References. Note these book titles down for citation!
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Archives O nline
n a s . g o v. s g /a r c h i v e s o n l i n e
Archives Online provides information and access to archival records of different media, such
as photographs, government records, oral history interviews etc. It is an excellent database
of primary sources for any

Enter your search term here if you have a specific topic

You can browse the media types by their categories on the main page

Browse through the
different media types.
Use a variety of
sources to add depth
to your research
assignment.

Tip:
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Remember to bookmark your selected ArchivesOnline links for citation purposes

Eye on A sia
w w w. eye o n a s i a . s g

Eye on Asia is a collaborative effort by the National Library with various academic and
business partners to provide resources about the region and explore internationalisation
opportunities abroad. Focusing on ASEAN countries, China and India including emerging
cities, you will discover a broad overview of useful resources to help you be more aware
of developments in these countries as Singapore gears itself for the future economy.

Explore different
resource pages via
the navigation bar
at the top

Information for each
country is available
in various categories
such as studying
and business
opportunities,
city information,
culture, etc.
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Citation and
Referencing
When writing an academic work, it is crucial to cite your sources to:
• Show the extent and depth of your research
• Validate and improve the credibility of your arguments
• Help readers trace the origin of ideas and locate the sources
• Credit the ideas of others
• Prevent you from being accused or charged for plagiarism

TIP:
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Always consult your lecturer or academic supervisor on the preferred citation style
(e.g. APA, MLA, Chicago, Harvard)

Com bating Fake N ews
& O nline Falsehood s
With the widespread use of social media in today’s digital age, the prevalence of fake news
has risen significantly over the past years. It is important to understand the nature of such
online falsehoods and learn the necessary fact-checking methods to combat their spread.

Understanding fake news
Generally, fake news are
false news stories that are
written with the deliberate
intent to mislead. The table
on the right serves as a
guide in determining the
characteristics of fake
news articles.

Impact of fake news
Fake news:
• Causes public alarm and confusion
• Diverts emergency resources

• Threatens national security
• Incites hatred and divides communities

•

TIP:

Undermines trust in public institutions

For more information, refer to the S.U.R.E. website for fake news-related post:			
http://www.nlb.gov.sg/sure/category/fake-news
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Fac t- checking
techniques and website
The following techniques and sites feature a variety of ways in which you can fact-check
suspicious articles.

Guidelines for fact-checking
• Always read the articles, no matter how convincing their headlines or thumbnails may be.
• Do not share the article without checking whether it is fake or not. This may otherwise
lead to more people within your network being misinformed.
• If an article is proven to be fake, message the sender privately and share the method or
site you used fact-checked it.

1) Snopes (www.snopes.com)
• Excellent for fact-checking suspicious headlines and fake news
• Good for international or western-based articles

• Type the suspicious headline into the search bar
• Good Articles will show a “rating” on its level of truth, with a detailed explanation
of the investigation
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2) Hoax Slayer (www.hoax-slayer.net)
• Type Debunks email and Internet hoaxes
• Excellent for debunking common online scams often circulating on social media,
particularly those involving cheap airline tickets or cash rewards

3) Singapore-related cases

www.gov.sg/factually
• Presents facts and debunks
misconceptions related to the
government and public institutions
• Highlights past cases of fake news
• Links to other official government 		
sites for further cross-checking

http://stomp.straitstimes.com/tag
/stomp-fights-fake-news
• Lists several fake news cases that 		
were proliferated over social media 		
and messaging platforms
• Fact-checks each case, with an			
explanation of the origins of 			
the photos or videos

4) Reverse-image searching
• Suspicious image:
Collapsed HDB flat
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DO NOT SPREAD:

HOW TO DEAL WITH
DUBIOUS MESSAGES
Bogus stories can be easily
spread through SMS and
social messaging tools and
apps, such as WhatsApp,
WeChat and Line.

Here’s what you can do when you receive suspicious messages:

Check the credibility of the message
• Is the information from a reliable source?
• Is the author an authority on the subject?
• Cross-check the information with
mainstream sources such as newspaper,
television and radio.
• Ask family members if you are still unsure.

Look out for tell-tale signs
that the information is fake
• Incorrect URLs of websites cited.
• Grammatical or spelling errors.
• Sketchy information with few
details on persons involved,
time and places of incidents.
• Content appeals to emotions be wary of offers that sound
too good to be true.

Think before you share
• Do not perpetuate false
information unknowingly.
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Join the myth-busters
• Inform the sender of the
message that the news
is false.

Annex-Set ting U p
myLibrar yID
To set up a myLibrary ID, go to eresources.nlb.gov.sg and follow the steps below:

1 You will need a myLibrary account to access the eResources (Access is free
for NLB library members). Click on the ‘Login’ button (top right of page)

3 Select ‘Use NRIC’ for students

2 Click on ‘Apply Now!’

4 Enter your respective personal
information, and follow the remaining
steps in setting up your account.

Note: First word of your name
as reflected in your NRIC
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